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Xceed AML Evidence
Lake CDD
Key Benefits

Accelerate KYC form entry
 ustomize and configure your own
C
KYC Form
 educe customer onboarding time with
R
Real-time Onboarding Monitoring
 afely manage high risk customers with
S
Real-time Ongoing Monitoring
Test and validate risk factors at anytime

Financial institutions are pressured daily to comply with FinCEN’s CDD Final Rule.
This is due to the inflexibilities of their legacy systems and the time-consuming
part of going back and forth with their vendor to make any changes. With new
government regulations, new FinCEN guidance, new internal audit findings,
and new bank product risk constantly emerging, changes that occur in the AML
application need to be flexible and fast.
Built from the ground up, Xceed AML Evidence Lake™ Customer Due Diligence is
designed to solve this limitation for financial institutions.
*previously Guardian Analytics AML Evidence Lake Customer Due Diligence
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Key Features

D ynamic easy-to-use KYC form
Customizable KYC form
K YC repository
Real-time customer risk rating
 eal-time generation of customer onboarding
R
alert
Configurable risk factors
Validation of risk factor changes
Customer risk profile
Real-time generation of customer ongoing alert
L ink analysis to identify UBO and controlling
parties

Easy to Use and Customizable
KYC

The KYC form is made to be dynamic and easy to
reduce form entry time. Headers are collapsable
for simple movement across the form. Depending
on the answer of certain questions, subsequent
may or may not appear. Attachments are drag
and droppable to the form. Mandatory fields are
clearly highlighted. The KYC form is stored in
the Xceed Evidence Lake KYC repository which
ensures the KYC information is retained for as
long as requested.
The KYC form is fully customizable at your
financial institution. Questions can be added
at anytime and scores can be associated to the
questions. Adding a question is extremely easy to
use allowing multiple types of questions including
multiple choice, yes/no, single text field, etc. The
KYC form will include CIP questions, and any CDD/
EDD questions geared towards your financial
institution.
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Real-time Customer Risk
Onboarding Monitoring

All prospects being onboarded at your financial
institution will automatically be risk rated in
real-time as part of the customer onboarding
monitoring process. The risk rating will produce
a high, medium, or low flag on the prospect
allowing the banker to know immediately whether
to onboard or wait until the BSA/AML team give
an “ok”. A real-time alert is generated if the risk
is deemed high allowing for same day customer
onboarding and better customer satisfaction.

Real-time Customer Risk
Ongoing Monitoring

Upon onboarding of a prospect, the customer is
now subjected to a real-time ongoing monitoring.
Configurable periodic alerts will be generated
on the customer depending on the risk of the
customer. The application will rebalance the risk
of the customer in real time for any customer
profile update, KYC update, or external risk factors
linked to the customer. Everything is done in an
automated flow, giving you more time to do other
important tasks.
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Configurable Risk Factors and
Validation

All risk factors are fully configurable allowing for
quick threshold adjustments to satisfy regulatory
or audit findings. You do not need to contact
Guardian Analytics to make that change. You
can even create your own risk factors with your
own list of value in an easy 2 step process. All
changes can be validated in a before-after report,
showing how many more high-risk alerts would
be generated, to give you a peace of mind on the
business impact of the change.

Relationship Investigation with
Multi-channel Link Analysis
With one click, identify all beneficial owners,
ultimate beneficial owners (“UBO”), controlling
parties, and ownership percentages related
to your subject. In addition, the Multi-channel
Link Analysis also reveals signers, transactions,
and other metadata related to each person/
entity in the graph. This will immensely reduce
investigation time letting investigators spend
time investigating on other important matters.

About Guardian Analytics

Guardian Analytics is the pioneer and leading provider of behavioral analytics and machine learning solutions for preventing banking and enterprise
portal fraud. Hundreds of financial institutions have standardized on Guardian Analytics’ innovative solutions to mitigate fraud risk and rely on the
company to stop the sophisticated criminal attacks targeting retail and commercial banking clients. With Guardian Analytics, financial institutions
build trust, increase competitiveness, improve their customer experience and scale operations. Guardian Analytics was acquired by NICE Actimize
in August, 2020. For more information, please visit guardiananalytics.com or niceactimize.com. Guardian Analytics is a registered trademark of
Guardian Analytics, Inc.
This document is provided for information only and its contents are subject to change without prior notice. This document contains illustrations of the products and the description of
benefits may vary based on each customer’s specific conditions. This document is not warranted to be error-free, nor subject to any other warranties or conditions, including implied
warranties and conditions of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. We disclaim any liability with respect to this document, and no contractual obligations are formed either
directly or indirectly by this document.
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